Introduction
The earliest known solution to the identi cation problem in econometrics-the problem of identifying and estimating one or more coef cients of a system of simultaneous equations-appears in Appendix B of a book written by Philip G. Wright, The Tariff on Animal and Vegetable Oils, published in 1928. Its rst 285 pages are a painfully detailed treatise on animal and vegetable oils, their production, uses, markets and tariffs. Then, out of the blue, comes Appendix B: a succinct and insightful explanation of why data on price and quantity alone are in general inadequate for estimating either supply or demand; two separate and correct derivations of the instrumental variables estimators of the supply and demand elasticities; and an empirical application to butter and axseed. The great breakthrough of Appendix B was showing that instrumental variables regression can be used to estimate the coef cient on an endogenous regressor, something ordinary least squares regression cannot do, which makes instrumental variables regression a central technique of modern micro-and macroeconometrics.
Perhaps because Appendix B differs so from the rest of the book, its authorship has been in doubt. There is, in fact, a plausible alternative author: Philip Wright's eldest son, Sewall, who by 1928 was already an important genetic statistician. Indeed, the second of the two derivations of the instrumental variable estimator in Appendix B uses the method of "path coef cients," which Sewall had recently developed (S. Wright, 1921 Wright, , 1923 . Some histories, including Goldberger (1972) , Crow (1978 Crow ( , 1994 and Manski (1988) , attribute Appendix B to Sewall Wright. Morgan (1990) and Angrist and Krueger (2001) attribute authorship to Philip, but opine that Sewall probably deserves some intellectual credit. Others, including Christ (1994) and Stock and Watson (2003) , state that authorship is in question, but do not take a stand.
So who wrote Appendix B, and, by inference, who solved the identi cation problem in econometrics? The simplest way to solve this puzzle would have been to ask Sewall, but apparently nobody did, and he died in 1988.
Lacking eyewitnesses, we investigate this mystery by other means: searching for traces of literary ngerprints hidden in Appendix B. The eld of stylometrics-the statistical analysis of literary styles-postulates that subtle differences in style among authors can be used to attribute texts of ambiguous authorship. A classic stylometric study is Mosteller and Wallace's (1963) authorship analysis of the unsigned Federalist Papers. More recently, Foster (1996) used stylometrics to attribute the authorship of the political novel Primary Colors to Joseph Klein, a charge he denied until confronted by the Washington Post with editorial corrections in his handwriting.
Our detective work entails using stylometric data (numerical measures of word usage and grammatical constructions) to assess whether Appendix B is most likely by Philip or Sewall-or, potentially, by neither. Although stylometrics sounds exotic, its main methods are just versions of standard econometric tools. In fact, our stylometric investigation provides a simple (and, we hope, fun) illustration of some econometric methods for analyzing high-dimensional data sets, in which the number of explanatory variables exceeds the number of observations. As we shall see, this econometric sleuthing clearly points to the true author of Appendix B.
The History of Instrumental Variable Regression and Appendix B
The rst known publication in English to describe the identi cation problem in an empirical context was a book review by Philip Wright of Henry Moore's Economic Cycles: Their Law and Cause (Moore, 1914; P. G. Wright, 1915) . Philip explained why what Moore famously called a "new type" of demand curve-an upward-sloping demand curve for pig iron-could just be the supply curve, traced out by a shifting demand curve. Philip's treatment was very brief (less than one page) and followed what must have been a dif cult discussion of autocorrelations and frequency domain methods. In any event, Philip's analysis seems to have been largely overlooked, even though it is cited in E. J. Working's (1927) Goldberger (1972 ), Sewall Wright (1925 used instrumental variables to estimate the coef cients of a multiple equation model of corn and hog cycles. In that work, he derived the instrumental variables estimating equations (the equations among correlations from which the coef cients of interest could in turn be estimated) using the method of "path coef cients," which he had recently introduced in S. Wright (1921 Wright ( , 1923 .
2 But the equations in his 1925 model are not simultaneous and all the regressors are exogenous, so ordinary least squares would have suf ced; there was no identi cation problem to solve, so instrumental variables estimation was unnecessary and appears to have been merely a computational expedient. 3 Moreover, in his 1925 paper, Sewall stated (footnote 7) that his method of path coef cients, as it then existed, could not handle systems of simultaneous equations. The idea that instrumental variables estimation can be used to solve the identi cation problem-that is, can be used to estimate the coef cient on an endogenous variable-rst appeared in Appendix B. Elaborating on P. G. Wright (1915) (but not citing Working, 1927) , the author rst presented the now-standard graphical demonstration of why movements in demand and supply can produce an arbitrary scatterplot of price-quantity points, which will trace out neither supply nor demand unless one of the curves is xed; his key gure is reprinted as In the absence of intimate knowledge of demand and supply conditions, statistical methods for imputing xity to one of the curves while the other changes its position must be based on the introduction of additional factors. Such additional factors may be factors which (A) affect demand conditions 1 Christ (1985 1 Christ ( , 1994 and Morgan (1990) provide engaging histories of the identi cation problem in econometrics and its solution. A single paragraph also suggesting that Moore had estimated a supply curve appeared later that year in Lehfeldt's (1915) review of Moore (1914) . According to Christ (1985) , the rst known explanation of the identi cation problem was in French by Lenoir (1913) (translated as chapter 17 in Hendry and Morgan, 1995) , but this is not referenced in other early work on this problem. 2 The method of path coef cients begins by drawing a ow diagram with one-way arrows pointing from causal variables to intermediate variables to outcomes. This diagram allows one to trace the connection between any two variables by following the paths of arrows between them and produces a set of equations among correlations that can be solved to estimate the path coef cients. In Sewall Wright's (1921 Wright's ( , 1923 initial expositions, the method of path coef cients is equivalent to multiple regression using ordinary least squares. Goldberger (1972) provides a clear discussion of path analysis and the estimation of path coef cients. 3 Because S. Wright (1925) set to zero sample correlations that were nearly so, the instrumental variables estimating equations were simpler than the ordinary least squares equations in his four-regressor models. without affecting cost conditions or which (B) affect cost conditions without affecting demand conditions. Appendix B then provides two derivations of the instrumental variable estimator as the solution to the identi cation problem. The rst (pp. 313-314) is the "limitedinformation," or single-equation, approach, in which the instrumental variable A is used to estimate the supply elasticity; this derivation is summarized in Exhibit 2. The second derivation (pp. 315-316) is the "full-information," or system, derivation and uses Sewall Wright's (1921 Wright's ( , 1923 method of path coef cients, extended to a system of two simultaneous equations. This derivation in effect solves the two simultaneous equations so that price and quantity are expressed as functions of A and B. Because A and B are exogenous, the resulting coef cients can be estimated by ordinary least squares, and thence, the supply and demand elasticities can be deduced. In modern terminology, this estimator of the elasticities is the indirect least squares estimator that, because the system is exactly identi ed, is the instrumental variables estimator obtained in the rst derivation. 4 The author of Appendix B refers to instrumental variable estimation as "the method of introducing external factors," which he then uses to estimate the supply and demand elasticities for butter and axseed. The external factors actually used 4 From a modern perspective, the only aw in the derivations is the loose treatment of the distinction between sample and population moments. This strikes us as a minor slip that can be excused by the early date at which Appendix B was written.
Exhibit 1
The Graphical Demonstration of the Identi cation Problem in Appendix B (p. 296)
are not stated, but from context they appear to be the price of a substitute (A, which shifts demand) and the yield per acre (B, which shifts supply).
It is striking that Appendix B provides both limited-information (single equation) and full-information (system) derivations. Tinbergen (1930), apparently unaware of Appendix B, provided only one derivation, a full-information derivation
Exhibit 2 The Single-Equation Derivation of the Instrumental Variable Estimator in Appendix B
The derivation in Appendix B of the instrumental variable estimator of the coef cients of a single equation has two steps. The author tackled the supply curve rst. Adopt his original notation, let O be the percentage deviation of output from its mean (then, as now, typically computed by taking the logarithm of the original quantity data, relative to its sample mean) and let P be the percentage deviation of price from its mean. Starting with the familiar supply and demand diagram, he rst derived the supply curve with an additive disturbance,
where e is the elasticity of supply, S 1 represents the shift in the supply curve "brought about by a change in supply conditions," relative to when prices and output are at their long-run mean value, and the intercept is zero because the variables are deviated from their means. The author rearranges this expression as eP 5 O 2 S 1 , then writes (p. 314):
Now multiply each term in this equation by A (the corresponding deviation in the price of a substitute) and we shall have:
Suppose this multiplication to be performed for every pair of price-output deviations and the results added, then:
But A was a factor which did not affect supply conditions; hence it is uncorrelated with S 1 ; hence A 3 S 1 5 0; and hence e 5 ( A 3 O)/( A 3 P).
(The shading has been added for the stylometric work carried out later.) The nal expression for e is the formula for the instrumental variable estimator with a single instrument and a single included endogenous variable.
(using algebra, not path analysis) of the indirect least squares estimator.
5 The limited-information interpretation of the method of external factors apparently was not rediscovered, also independently, until the postwar work of the Cowles Commission.
Philip and Sewall Wright
Philip G. Wright (1861 Wright ( -1934 received a bachelor's degree from Tufts in 1884 and an M.A. in economics from Harvard in 1887.
6 Sewall Wright (1889 -1988 was born in Massachusetts, and in 1892, the family (now including a brother, Quincy, born in 1890) moved to Galesburg, Illinois, where Philip became Professor of Mathematics and Economics at Lombard College, a small college that later folded in 1930. At Lombard, Philip taught economics, mathematics (including calculus), astronomy, scal history, writing, literature and physical education; he also ran the college printing press. Philip had a passion for poetry and used the press to publish the rst books of poems by a particularly promising student of his, Carl Sandburg. Sewall graduated from high school in Galesburg in 1906 and attended Lombard College, where many of Sewall's courses, including his college mathematics courses, were taught by his father.
In 1912 When Philip had the time to write, he was proli c. While at Harvard, in addition to his 1915 review of Moore's book, he wrote a number of articles in the Quarterly Journal of Economics, and while at Brookings, he wrote several books and published articles and reviews in the Journal of the American Statistical Association, the Journal of Political Economy and the American Economic Review. Some of his writings 5 Tinbergen (1930) discusses two estimators, the indirect least squares estimator and the "direct," or ordinary least squares, estimator. In his empirical application to the demand for potatoes, he averages the indirect least squares and ordinary least squares estimates of the demand elasticity. According to Morgan (1990, footnote 17, p. 182) and Magnus and Morgan (1987) , at this point Tinbergen did not understand the statistical implications of the identi cation problem and saw no aws with ordinary least squares estimation in simultaneous equations systems. Appendix B does not make this mistake. 6 The biographical information in this section draws on Provine (1986) , Crow (1994), Philip Wright's alumnus le archived at Harvard University and his personnel le archived at the Brookings Institution. used algebra and calculus, typically following graphical expositions. Although Philip wrote on a wide range of topics, the identi cation problem was a recurrent theme in his work (P. G. Wright, 1915 Wright, , 1929 Wright, , 1930 . In his later years, Philip was particularly concerned about tariffs, and he wrote passionately about the damage being done by recent tariff increases to international relations (P. G. Wright, 1933) .
Sewall Wright became an eminent genetic statistician. In addition to developing the method of path analysis, he made fundamental contributions to evolutionary theory and population genetics. Evolutionary biology remained at the center of Sewall Wright's interests in his 76 years of publishing activity from 1912 to 1988, the year of his death at age 98. His only publications in economics were his 1925 analysis of the hog and corn markets undertaken as part of his duties at the USDA during World War I and a section of S. Wright (1934) that he coauthored with his father. According to Provine (1986 , Table 1 .2), Sewall expressed no more interest in economics than in Greek, Latin, astronomy or athletics.
Although Philip and Sewall may have experienced some tension over Sewall's choice of biology as a career (Provine, 1986 ), it appears that the two were intellectually close. In P. G. Wright (1915) , Philip thanked Sewall for "valuable suggestions, and assistance in making the computations." Moreover, Philip and Sewall collaborated on a long section of a paper by Sewall explicating the method of path coef cients (S. Wright, 1934) . That section elaborates upon the terse system derivation in Appendix B and shows that identi cation can be achieved by imposing other restrictions. In particular, they show that if there is only one instrument (for example, an instrument for supply, but not for demand), then system identication can be achieved by further assuming that the supply and demand errors are uncorrelated.
In short, it seems that either Philip or Sewall could have written Appendix B: Philip had a clear understanding of the identi cation problem as early as 1915, and Sewall's method of path coef cients was used in the second derivation of the instrumental variable estimator. If this contextual evidence does not resolve the mystery, perhaps textual evidence will.
Stylometric Analysis
When we started this project, we knew as much about grammar and style as most econometricians. Fortunately, we could draw on an established body of research that uses statistical methods to shed light on the authorship of disputed texts. The premise of stylometric analysis is that authors leave literary ngerprints on their work in the form of subconscious stylistic features that are largely independent of the subject matter. Father and son have many sole-authored publications, and they come from different generations and different literary traditions: Philip's passion was poetry; Sewall's, biology. Might quanti able differences in their writing styles allow a clear attribution of Appendix B?
Stylometric analysis has three steps: collecting the raw texts, computing quantitative stylometric indicators and analyzing the resulting numerical data. In each, we break no new ground. For surveys of stylometric analysis, see Holmes (1998) , Rudman (1998) and Peng and Hengartner (2002) .
Data
The raw data consist of a sample of texts (listed in the Appendix) with sole authorship known to be Philip or Sewall, plus chapter 1 and Appendix B of The Tariff on Animal and Vegetable Oils. Photocopies of the originals were converted to text les using an optical character recognition program and checked for accuracy. The resulting text les were edited to eliminate footnotes, graphs and formulas. Following Mannion and Dixon (1997) , blocks of 1,000 words were selected from these les. A total of 54 blocks were selected: 20 undisputedly written by Sewall, 25 by Philip, six from Appendix B and three from chapter 1. Although Philip's authorship of chapter 1 has never been questioned, we treat its three blocks as unknown to see if the authorship identi cation procedures correctly (we presume) attribute authorship to Philip.
We soon discovered that several of what we initially thought might be good stylometric indicators, such as sentence length and use of the passive versus active voice, have been found not to be useful for authorship identi cation because they are context speci c or because they are subject to conscious manipulation by the author. Instead, the stylometric literature focuses on subtler elements of style (Rudman, 1994; Holmes, 1994 Holmes, , 1998 . Rather than trying to develop our own stylometric indicators, we adopted two different sets of indicators directly from the literature.
The rst set of stylometric indicators is the frequency of occurrence in each block of 70 function words. This list was taken wholesale from Mosteller and Wallace (1963, Table 2.5) and is presented in Table 1 . These 70 function words produced 70 numerical variables, each of which is the count, per 1,000 words, of an individual function word in the block under analysis.
7 Because the word "things" occurred only once in the 45 blocks with known authorship, it was dropped from the data set, leaving 69 function word counts. The second set of stylometric indicators, taken from Mannion and Dixon (1997), concerns grammatical constructions. Many of their indicators involved sequential word counts, for example, the average length of certain sentence segments. We decided that such length-based indicators could be unreliable in the context of mathematical writing (how many "words" is an equation?), so we did not compute them. Further excluding overlaps with the function words in Table 1 left 18 grammatical constructions; these indicators, which are either frequency counts per 1,000 or relative frequency counts, are listed in Table 2 . Each 1,000-word block was processed to compute these stylometric indicators. The data set thus consists of 54 observations, each corresponding to a different block, on one dependent variable, authorship (Philip, Sewall or unknown) and 87 independent variables (69 function word counts and 18 grammatical statistics). 
Preliminary Data Analysis
Econometricians are trained to be skeptical. Is there any reason to think that these data can distinguish between Sewall's and Philip's known works, far less solve the mystery of Appendix B?
If a stylometric indicator differs substantially between the two bodies of known works, then it should be possible to detect that difference using a conventional differences-of-means t-statistic. As it happens, many of these t-statistics are large: of the 87 t-statistics (one for each indicator), 18 percent exceed 3 in absolute value and 41 percent exceed 2 in absolute value. So many large t-statistics would be quite unlikely if there truly were no stylistic differences between the authors and if the stylometric indicators were independently distributed. Table 3 presents summary statistics for the six stylometric indicators with the largest t-statistics; these indicators are the fourth grammatical statistic in Table 2 (a noun followed by a coordinating conjunction) and ve function words. Evidently, Philip used the words "to" and "now" much more frequently than Sewall, while Sewall used the word "in" much more frequently than Philip.
Can we glean any preliminary indications of authorship from the counts in Table 3 ? One way to do so is to see whether the distribution of these indicators in 8 Additional details on data collection and processing, the code in Perl used to compute the stylometric indicators, an electronic copy of Appendix B, a teaching note on classi cation analysis, and related material, are available by following the links from Stock's home page at http://post.economics. harvard.edu/faculty/stock/stock.html . 9 The indicators are not, however, independently distributed; for example, "now" and "then" tend to occur together, as do "if" and "would." Thus, formal joint inference on these t-statistics (such as a chi-squared test) is not straightforward. Appendix B is closer to that in Philip's or Sewall's known texts. The results are suggestive: for all six indicators in Table 3 , the mean and standard deviations of counts in Appendix B are quite similar to those found in Philip's writings, but different from those found in Sewall's. Another way to get some insights into authorship is to see whether any of these "top six" indicators appear in the single-equation derivation quoted in Exhibit 2; as it happens, several do and are indicated by shading. The passage contains "now," a word used 1.6 times per 1,000 words by Philip, but only 0.1 times per 1,000 by Sewall. It also contains an instance, "deviations and," of a noun followed by a coordinating conjunction, a construction used almost twice as frequently by Philip as by Sewall, and it contains the word "to," which is used almost 50 percent more often by Philip than Sewall. On the other hand, the passage also contains the word "in," which is used more frequently by Sewall than by Philip. While this preliminary analysis points toward Philip as the author of Appendix B, it is not decisive. For rmer evidence, we must examine the full data set, but to do so we need different techniques.
Empirical Methods
An econometrician's rst instinct might be to regress the binary authorship variable on the stylometric indicators. But with 87 regressors and only 45 observations, instinct soon gives way to reason: somehow, the number of regressors must be reduced before analyzing authorship. Two ways to handle this "dimension" problem are principal components analysis and linear discriminant analysis.
Principal components analysis entails reducing a large number of regressors to Table 2 Grammatical Statistics Used in the Stylometric Analysis occurrences of Saxon genitives forms 's or s' noun followed by adverb noun followed by auxiliary verb noun followed by coordinating conjunction coordinating conjunction followed by noun coordinating conjunction followed by determiner total occurrences of nouns and pronouns total occurrences of main verbs total occurrences of adjectives total occurrences of adverbs total occurrences of determiners and numerals total occurrences of conjunctions and interrogatives total occurrences of prepositions dogmatic/tentative ratio: assertive elements versus concessive elements relative occurrence of "to be" and "to nd" to occurrences of main verbs. relative occurrence of "the" followed by an adjective to occurrences of "the" relative occurrence of "this" and "these" to occurrences of "that" and "those" relative occurrence of "therefore" to occurrences of "thus"; 0 if no occurrences of "thus"
Notes: These grammatical statistics are the subset of those used by Mannion and Dixon (1997) after dropping statistics that overlap with Table 1 or are sequential word counts, which are ambiguous in mathematical texts.
a few weighted averages, or linear combinations, chosen to capture as much of the variation in the regressors as possible. The principal components approach begins by standardizing each variable, that is, by subtracting its sample mean and dividing by its sample standard deviation. The rst principal component is the linear combination of the variables with the maximum variance, subject to the restriction that the squared weights sum to one. This procedure tends to give greater weight to regressors that are highly correlated. The second principal component is the linear combination of the regressors that has the second highest variance and is not correlated with the rst principal component. The third, fourth and additional principal components are calculated in the same way.
1 0
For our main analysis, we regressed the binary authorship variable on the rst four principal components of the grammatical statistics, then repeated this for the function words. This produced a pair of predicted values for each observation, known or not.
11 Authorship of an unknown block is assigned depending on 1 0 Speci cally, let X denote the n 3 k matrix of n observations on the k standardized regressors. The rst principal component of X is the linear combination of the regressors, Xa 1 , that has the largest variance, where a 1 is a k 3 1 vector of weights normalized so that a9 1 a 1 5 1. Because the sample variance of Xa is a9X9Xa/(n -1), maximizing this sample variance subject to a9a 5 1 is equivalent to maximizing a9X9Xa/a9a, which is done when a is the eigenvector of X9X corresponding to its largest eigenvalue. The second principal component is the linear combination formed using the second eigenvector of X9X, and so forth. For applications of principal components analysis in the stylometric literature, see Burrows (1987) , Holmes and Forsyth (1995) and Peng and Hengartner (2002) . 1 1 This procedure can be applied generally to prediction or forecasting when the number of regressors is large, relative to the number of observations. For example, Stock and Watson (1999, 2002) and Forni et al. (2002) report promising results for macroeconomic forecasts based on the principal components of many predictors. Notes: The entries in columns 2 and 3 are the mean and standard deviations of the counts per 1,000 words of the stylometric indicator in column 1 in the 25 blocks undisputedly written by Philip Wright. Columns 4 and 5 contain this information for the 20 blocks undisputedly written by Sewall Wright. The next column contains the two-sample t-statistic testing the hypothesis that the mean counts are the same for the two authors. The nal two columns contain means and standard deviations for the 6 blocks from Appendix B. Shaded indicators occur in the excerpt in Exhibit 2.
whether its pair of predicted values is closer to the means for Philip's or Sewall's known blocks, where distance is measured using the inverse covariance matrix of the pair of predicted values for the respective author. Several variations on this approach are explored as robustness checks. Our second method, Fisher's linear discriminant analysis, was used by Mosteller and Wallace (1963) to analyze the Federalist Papers, although it is used infrequently in econometrics. Like principal components analysis, linear discriminant analysis constructs a linear combination of the stylometric indicators that can be used to distinguish between the two authors. Unlike principal components analysis, the linear discriminant analysis weights are computed using data on authorship. The weight (w j ) placed on a given variable (X j ) in Fisher's linear discriminant is the difference in the means for that variable between the known works of Philip and Sewall, divided by the sum of the variances of that variable for the known works of Philip and Sewall; that is,
where X # j;P and s j; P 2 are the sample mean and variance of variable j among works known to be written by Philip, X # j;S and s j;S 2 are de ned similarly for Sewall, and k is the number of stylometric indicators. When differences in the means are large, the weights will tend to be large-so that indicators that are quite different between the two authors receive greater weight than those that are similar. If the indicators are normally distributed with the same variances for both authors, then Fisher's linear discriminant is the optimal Bayes procedure for classifying authorship (Duda and Hart, 1973) .
The linear discriminant was computed separately for the function words and grammatical statistics, respectively producing Z FW and Z GS . An unknown work is assigned to an author if the point (Z i FW , Z i GS ) is closer to the average for Philip or for Sewall, where distance is measured using the inverse covariance matrix for the relevant author.
Cross-Validation Analysis
We begin the empirical analysis by testing these methods using what is known as "cross-validation" analysis. The idea of cross-validation is to drop an observation with a known value of the dependent variable (authorship) and to predict that value using the other observations; doing so repeatedly for all the observations provides an estimate of the prediction error rate. Performing this "leave-one-out" cross-validation analysis here entailed 45 repeated analyses; in each, 44 known texts are used to predict authorship of the remaining "unknown" text. This produced 45 authorship estimates that, because authorship of the "unknown" text is actually known, can be used to estimate the accuracy rate of our full sample analysis.
The resulting estimated accuracy rates are summarized in Table 4 . Depending on author and statistical method, the estimated accuracy rate is 100 percent (that is, all texts are correctly identi ed) in three of four cases and 90 percent in the remaining case. The cross-validation estimates of 100 percent accuracy seem unrealistically high. Still, these results con rm that Philip and Sewall had different writing styles that are effectively distinguished by the stylometric indicators.
A Full-Sample Analysis
We now turn to our main statistical analysis, in which all 45 known texts are used to compute the principal components regression coef cients and the linear discriminant analysis weights. Figure 1 is a scatterplot of the predicted values of the binary authorship variable from its regression on the rst four principal components of the grammatical statistics (Y axis) and the rst four principal components of the function words (X axis). (These principal components respectively explain 56 percent and 32 percent of the variance of the grammatical statistics and function words.) Figure 1 shows a clear separation between the works of known authorship. This is consistent with the high cross-validation accuracy rates and with the authors having measurably different writing styles.
The Figure 1 scatterplot also contains predicted values for the six blocks from Appendix B and the three blocks from chapter 1. All the blocks from Appendix B fall within the cluster of points associated with Philip's works, assigning authorship of Appendix B to Philip. All the blocks from chapter 1 also fall within Philip's cluster, correctly (we presume) assigning its authorship to Philip. Figure 2 presents the comparable scatterplot of (Z i FW , Z i GS ), the values of the linear discriminant for the grammatical statistics versus those of the function words. The conclusions are the same as from Figure 1 : the values for Appendix B and chapter 1 fall squarely within the cluster of Philip's known texts.
Robustness Checks
We conducted several robustness checks. First, Mosteller and Wallace (1963) computed the linear discriminant using the differences of the medians instead of the sample means and the squared ranges of the data instead of the sample variances, so we recalculated our linear discriminants using their alternative weighting scheme. The results are similar to those in Figure 2 , assigning all the Appendix B and chapter 1 blocks to Philip. Second, we computed the two principal components regressions using only the rst two principal components, then again using the rst six principal components. The results are similar to those in Figure 1 , assigning all the Appendix B and chapter 1 blocks to Philip. Third, we regressed authorship against an intercept, the rst two principal components of the grammatical statistics and the rst two principal components of the function word counts, and we attribute authorship depending on whether the predicted value is greater or less than 0.5. All works of known authorship were correctly assigned. All blocks from Appendix B and chapter 1 were assigned to Philip.
Fourth, we pooled all 87 stylometric indicators and computed their rst four principal components (these explained 31 percent of the total variance) and assigned authorship rst by regression, as in the preceding paragraph, and second by minimum distance in the resulting four-dimensional space. Again, all blocks of known authorship were correctly assigned, and all blocks from Appendix B and chapter 1 were assigned to Philip.
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Discussion and Conclusions
Who wrote Appendix B? The stylometric evidence clearly points to Philip G. Wright. Who rst thought of using the instrumental variable estimator to solve the identi cation problem in econometrics? Of this we cannot be so sure: perhaps it was collaborative work or even Sewall's idea that Philip simply wrote up. Discussion of intellectual attribution, as opposed to authorship, quickly becomes speculative. Still, there is some relevant evidence.
In Sewall's favor, he was, after all, the inventor of the method of path analysis that was used in the second derivation of instrumental variable, and he had used an instrumental variables estimator in his earlier work on corn and hog cycles. Moreover, Sewall provided corrections to the rst draft of Crow's (1978) biography of Sewall for the International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, in which manuscript Crow wrote of Philip Wright, "Later, in 1928 , he wrote a book The Tariff on Animal and Vegetable Oils, to which Sewall contributed an appendix." While Sewall made other corrections to the entry, he did not amend this statement. As Crow pointed out in personal communication, however, Sewall missed a known factual error two sentences earlier, so perhaps (at an age of 88 years) his attention lapsed; alternatively, Sewall might have read "contributed an appendix" as "contributed to an appendix." Also, Arthur Goldberger brought a telling line to our attention: in a reprise, many years later, of the material in their 1934 coauthored section on supply and demand, Sewall Wright (1960, p. 431) wrote that "P.G. Wright [1928] . . . made, at my suggestion, a comparison of the results of this mode of approach [the method of path analysis] with results that he had arrived at by another method. . . ." Perhaps Sewall suggested the full-information derivation using path analysis in Appendix B, even if Philip then carried out and wrote up the analysis.
In Philip's favor, it is evident from his 1915 book review that he clearly understood the identi cation problem and how it could be solved if one curve shifts while the other remains constant. Indeed, there are clear links between Appendix B and P. G. Wright (1915) ; in particular, Figure 3A in Appendix B is the same as Figure 3 in the 1915 book review, aside from unimportant differences in labeling. The rst derivation of the instrumental variable estimator (the singleequation derivation) used graphical methods that would have been familiar to any economics instructor of the day, but we have not found any comparable derivations in Sewall's works. Although the full-information derivation used the method of path coef cients, it is plausible that Philip followed his son's research and saw its applicability to the identi cation problem. Also, as Crow pointed out to us, Sewall typically drew the published versions of path coef cients diagrams himself, but the path coef cient drawing in Appendix B (Figure 10) is not in Sewall's hand, rather, it was drawn by a professional draftsman. Finally, Sewall is not thanked anywhere in The Tariff on Animal and Vegetable Oils. Philip is not elsewhere chary with his acknowledgments: he thanks Sewall for suggestions and computational help in P. G. Wright (1915) . At the time the book was written, Philip lived near Sewall and their families interacted (Provine, 1986, p. 102 ), yet Philip did not include his son among the dozen people he thanked in the acknowledgment section of the book.
In our view, this evidence points toward Philip as being both the author of
